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Abstract

A primary goal of a research infrastructure for data management should
be to enable efficient data discovery and integration of heterogeneous data.
The German Federation for Biological Data (GFBio) was envisioned by
this goal. The basic component, that enables such interoperability and
serves as a backbone for such a platform, is the GFBio Terminology Ser-
vice (GFBio TS). It acts as a semantic platform for accessing, developing
and reasoning over terminological resources within the biological and en-
vironmental domain. A RESTful API gives access to these terminological
resources in a uniform way regardless of their degree of complexity and
whether they are internally stored or externally accessed through their
web services. Additionally, a set of widgets with an intrinsic API con-
nection are made available for an easy integration in applications and
web interfaces. Based on the requirements of the GFBio partners, we
describe the added value that is provided by the GFBio Terminology Ser-
vice with practical scenarios but also, what challenges we still face. We
conclude by describing our current activities and future developments.
Keywords: Research data infrastructure, Interoperability, Terminology
repository, Semantic Web, RESTful API, Widgets

1 Introduction
Research practice has become more data-intensive over the last few decades,
and this development is visible across many research disciplines. However, the
sharing of research data beyond disciplinary borders is still a challenge. Thus,
a research infrastructure for data management should allow for an efficient data
integration and therefore, the discovery of heterogeneous research data.

The German Federation for Biological Data (GFBio) pursues this goal. GF-
Bio aims at providing a data management platform and data archiving solutions
for data capture, annotation, indexing, searching and storage in the area of bio-
logical and environmental research. The GFBio Data Portal1 integrates existing
data infrastructures such as PANGAEA2 into the GFBio Repository Network.

Data generated in biodiversity and ecology research are extremely heteroge-
neous and pertaining to different scientific disciplines using various methods and
technologies. The situation is further complicated by different understandings
of employed terms within different scientific domains. Developing interoperabil-
ity and harmonizing data by using standards and terminological resources are
crucial for data mobilization, integration, and discovery in the GFBio context.

The core component that enables this interoperability and serves as a back-
bone for the GFBio infrastructure is called the GFBio Terminology Service3
(GFBio TS) [15]. The GFBio Terminology Service acts as a semantic platform
for accessing, developing, and reasoning over terminological resources. The GF-
Bio TS focuses on integrating and giving access to terminologies developed by

1www.gfbio.org
2www.pangaea.de
3terminologies.gfbio.org
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project partners as well as external terminologies defined and maintained by
related communities. These terminologies can range from simple term lists to
complex ontologies. Based on the requirements of the GFBio community, the
Terminology Service provides access to over 20 terminologies so far, where GF-
Bio partners have contributed 10 terminologies. A well-defined RESTful API
gives access to all terminologies in a uniform way regardless of their degree
of complexity and whether they are internally stored or externally accessed
through their web services.The services provided by the GFBio TS can also be
integrated easily within existing web applications with the help of widgets, which
are small applications with limited functionality. We developed two exemplary
widget prototypes so far: a term visualization and a search widget.

We will explain the advantage of using semantic technologies for data man-
agement and highlight the utility of the Terminology Service by practical use
cases of semantically enhanced components. More specifically, we will differ-
entiate between four main usage scenarios developed so far: Explore, Access,
Download and Contribute. In the Explore scenario, researchers can reuse on-
tologies that are interesting for their research. In the Access scenario developers
can use information in ontologies programmatically to provide semantically en-
riched applications and web services. In the Download scenario, information
from the ontologies can be retrieved and stored to a local information system.
In the Contribute scenario, we consider that scientists can store their terminolo-
gies in the TS to access all provided services automatically. Finally, we discuss
existing challenges in this field that are often in the social-technical context.

2 A common infrastructure for biological data
GFBio [12] is developing an infrastructure to enable biological and environ-
mental scientists to share and discover their data more efficiently. It aims at
providing data management and data archiving solutions for data capture, an-
notation, indexing, searching and storage. These solutions range from tailored
Excel spreadsheets to virtual research environments, such as the Diversity Work-
bench [21], the Bexis system [13] or the EDIT Platform for Cybertaxonomy [10].
Infrastructure is being extended by a semantic component that ensures, in ad-
dition to efficient data capture and discovery, the interoperability of data that
are extremely heterogeneous in their structure, formats and meaning. Figure 1
presents an overview of the research infrastructure of GFBio, consisting of four
main components.

The GFBio Data Portal integrates existing data infrastructures into the
GFBio Repository Network (bottom in Fig. 1). The latter comprises amongst
others molecular data (EMBL-EBI4), environmental data (PANGAEA5), as well

4www.ebi.ac.uk
5www.pangaea.de
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as natural history and culture collection data (e.g. MfN6, DSMZ7 and SNSB8).
The data provided by portal users are indexed and semantically enriched,

which provides a meaning for the data. Understanding the data allows scientists
to analyze and visualize them, for example by using the GFBio VAT System
(Visualization, Analysis & Transformation system) [9]. The possibility to enrich
data with semantic information is provided by a fourth component - the GFBio
Terminology Service. The semantic meaning is enabled by the provision and
interlinking of ontologies and taxonomies.

There are existing systems providing a comparable terminology service. These
systems can be either full platforms for terminology management [19, 11, 20,
14, 24] or frameworks for accessing terminologies [8, 23]. We defined a set of
requirements related to our project needs and analyzed to what extent existing
systems meet those requirements [15]. One requirement was to be able to in-
tegrate well established taxonomies like the World Register of Marine Species
(WORMS)9 or the Catalogue of Life (COL)10. Those taxonomies are widely
used in the domain for annotating species for example and they are a source of
valuable hierarchical information. None of the existing systems integrates such
type of terminologies. Additional requirements relate to our project philosophy
where we aim to provide tools and inference mechanisms specifically tailored to
our GFBio partners. The derived insights motivated our decision to set up our
own system – the GFBio Terminology Service – that is introduced in the next
section.

3 The Terminology Service
We describe in this section the main building blocks of the GFBio Terminology
Service. First, we introduce the basic concepts and define the term terminology
in our context. Then, we present the general architecture of the GFBio TS.

3.1 Basic Concepts
The term terminology refers to any terminological resource, this can be a formal
ontology, a taxonomy, or any useful source of Semantic Web compliant collec-
tions of terms (e.g. locations available via a geographical database like Geon-
ames11). It encompasses several meanings ranging from simple lists of terms to
semantically rich ontologies. Unfortunately, there are currently no commonly
accepted definitions of the different terminology types (in the biological do-
main) which leaves room for variation causing them to be used interchangeably
depending on the context.

6www.naturkundemuseum.berlin
7www.dsmz.de
8www.snsb.mwn.de
9www.marinespecies.org

10www.catalogueoflife.org
11www.geonames.org
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Figure 1: The GFBio components.

We introduce our agreed terminology formality levels, with differing levels of
specifications going from the most informal to the most formal level as described
in Figure 2. The different levels are illustrated by the term water12 that is
extracted from the CHEBI ontology13 and depicted in Figure 3.

GFBio distinguishes between five different types or formality levels of ter-
minologies. The less formal level contains of a Controlled Vocabulary. It is
the simplest type of terminology that consists of a finite list of terms consist-
ing only of labels without definitions or hierarchical ordering. Based on the
example, only the label water is part of the terminology.

The next formality level is Glossary. It is a list of term labels that includes
an informal definition of their meaning in natural (human-readable) language
additionally. Since information expressed in natural language is typically not
unambiguous, these specifications are not yet adequate for further processing
by computer agents. In a glossary, the definition of the term water is partnered
by its label.

In a Taxonomy, a term is a compound of a label, a definition and hierarchical
information, e.g., by is-a relationships, thus providing additional semantics in
the relations between the terms which can be interpreted by computer agents.
The hierarchical structure depicted in Figure 3 would be part of a taxonomy
describing the term water.

A Thesaurus is a controlled vocabulary connected via relations between the
terms expressing hierarchies (e.g., narrower/broader term), associations (e.g.,
related term), or synonym relationships. In the example, a thesaurus contains

12http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/CHEBI_15377
13www.ebi.ac.uk/chebi
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Figure 2: GFBio agreed terminology formality levels.

the information about the synonym oxidane of the term water.
The most formal terminology is an Ontology. A term consists of all the

information provided at the lower levels augmented with complex relationships,
allowing an unambiguous interpretation of terms and relationships according
to logic-based rules. In our example, an ontology would contain the whole
spectrum of relations we already considered in the other levels and additional
complex or user defined relations like has_role and is_conjugat_base_of.

Figure 3: Excerpt of the definition of the term water of the CHEBI ontology.

3.2 The Terminology Service Architecture
The general architecture of the Terminology Service is shown in Figure 4. In
March 2017, the Terminology Service gives access to over 20 terminologies that
have been requested by the GFBio partners so far. Those terminologies are
either internally stored in a Semantic Web repository or remotely accessed via
their web services. Internal terminologies are stored in a local RDF14 store in
a Semantic Web compliant format such as OWL15 or SKOS16. Internal termi-

14www.w3.org/RDF
15www.w3.org/OWL
16www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/
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nologies can be accessed directly via a Linked Data interface and a SPARQL17

endpoint. The included terminologies are well established ones like the CHEBI
ontology for example or ontologies provided by the GFBio community like the
KINGDOM18 ontology, describing a GFBio agreed list of species kingdoms. Ta-
ble 1 lists the actual status of included terminologies with information about
their type, storage and if they are provided by GFBio partners.

Figure 4: The GFBio Terminology Service architecture.

The Terminology Service software is being developed using Java based on
the Jena19 Semantic Web framework. We implemented an external web service
requestor for obtaining seven external taxonomies (such as the Catalogue of
Life). A key component of the TS is the adapter component (cf. the gear wheel
in Figure 4) that enables the schema mapping of both internal and external
terminological resources into a common output format. We defined a common
schema for the Terminology Service output. A mapping to this schema is re-
quired for every underlying terminology or connected external service in order
to achieve a harmonized API output. For instance, the COL attribute name is
mapped to the GFBio TS attribute label. Thus, all terms and terminologies can
be accessed via a common interface (the RESTful API), regardless of whether
they are hosted internally or externally. The service output is delivered in four
formats: JSON, XML, CSV, and JSON-LD. This interface allows developers
who are not familiar with semantic technologies or Linked Data to easily access
the provided terminologies efficiently.

17terminologies.gfbio.org/sparql
18terminologies.gfbio.org/terms/KINGDOM
19jena.apache.org
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Table 1: List of terminologies included in GFBio Terminology Service (ON = Ontology, TAX = Taxonomy).
Type Storage Language Acronym Name GFBIo
ON internal OWL BCO Biological Collections Ontology no
ON internal OWL PATO Phenotypic Quality Ontology no
ON internal OWL CHEBI Chemical Entities of Biological Interest Ontology no
ON internal OWL RECORDBASIS GFBio Agreed Vocabulary for RecordBasis yes
ON internal OWL ENVO Environment Ontology no
ON internal OWL OBOE Extensible Observation Ontology no
ON internal OWL KINGDOM GFBio Agreed Vocabulary for Kingdoms yes
ON internal OWL QUDT Quantity, Unit, Dimension and Type no
ON internal OWL SWEET Semantic Web for Earth and Environment Technology

Ontology
no

ON internal SKOS ISOCOUNTRIES ISO 3166 Countries and Subdivisions yes
ON internal SKOS LIT_I The lithologs rock names ontology for igneous rocks yes
TAX internal OWL NCBITAXON National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI)

Organismal Classification
no

ON internal OWL BOHLMANN Bohlmann Ontology yes
TAX internal OWL ORIBATIDA Oribatida Ontology yes
TAX internal OWL THYSANOPTERA Thysanoptera Ontology yes
TAX internal OWL TRICHOPTERA Trichoptera Ontology yes
TAX external ? DTNtaxonlists_SNSB Regionalised and Domain-specific Taxon Lists yes
TAX external ? COL Catalogue Of Life no
TAX external ? PNU Prokaryotic Nomenclature up-to-date yes
TAX external ? ITIS Integrated Taxonomic Information System no
ON external ? GEONAMES The GeoNames geographical database no
TAX external ? PESI Pan-European Species directories Infrastructure no
TAX external ? WORMS World Register of Marine Species no
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4 Accessing the Terminology Service
The GFBio Terminology Service can be accessed either through its common
interface - the RESTful API20 – or using widgets we provide; these are small
web applications with limited functionality which allow for user interactions.
We describe in the following both ways to access the GFBio TS.

4.1 The Terminology Service API
The RESTful API of the Terminology Service can be used programmatically by
connecting the service to web services such as the GFBio Data Portal or the
VAT (cf. Figure 1) or other applications. At the moment the API provides 14
endpoints that are organised into terminology-specific, term-specific, search, and
hierarchy-oriented endpoints. Details about the calls signatures, the parameters
as well as example calls can be found in the API documentation section on
our website (terminologies.gfbio.org). In the following, we describe each
category briefly and provide a tabular description for each endpoint.

4.1.1 Terminology-specific endpoints

The four terminology-specific endpoints, which are described in Table 2, provide
information on terminologies like the list of available terminologies and their
metadata, such as the name, description and creation date.

Table 2: Terminology-specific endpoints
Endpoint Description
List all terminologies Returns the list of all available terminologies of

the GFBio TS. The result set contains the name,
acronym (terminology-id), short description and
URI of each terminology.

Get the information
about a terminology

Returns the information about a terminology given
its acronym. The result set contains the URI,
acronym, name, description, domain, ontology lan-
guage, creation date and expressivity of the termi-
nology.

Display the metrics of
a terminology

Returns the metrics of a terminology. They are
of two types, statistical metrics like the number of
classes or properties and quality-control metrics like
the number of classes without a label or a definition.

Display the metadata
of a terminology

Returns the metadata contained in the RDF file of
a given terminology.

20Application Programming Interface
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4.1.2 Term-specific endpoints

Term-specific endpoints relate to particular terms from the terminologies. One
can list all terms of a specific terminology, query the information about a term
or get the list of its synonyms (c.f. Table 3).

Table 3: Term-specific endpoints
Endpoint Description
Get all terms of a ter-
minology

Returns the list of terms of a given terminology. The
result set contains the label and URI of each term.

Get information
about a term

Returns the information about a term, like its label
and definition, given its URI.

Get the synonyms of a
term

Returns the synonyms of a term given its URI.

4.1.3 Search endpoints

Two search endpoints are provided, the first one returns all terms corresponding
to a query string, the second is implemented for suggesting terms while users
are typing.

Table 4: Search endpoints
Endpoint Description
Search The search looks inside labels, synonyms, common

names, acronyms and abbreviations. Possible search
types are exact, included or regular expression based
term matches, the default search returns terms that
correspond exactly to the searched string. Further
parameters can be used to restrict the search, a de-
tailed list can be found in our API documentation..
The result set contains the label, URI, description,
rank, kingdom, source terminology and synonyms
or common names of each matching term.

Suggest Returns all terms containing a given string, limited
to 15 suggestions by default. This endpoint can be
used for suggesting terms in a dropdown menu for
example.

4.1.4 Hierarchy-oriented endpoints

Hierarchy-oriented endpoints return information relative to the position of a
term in the hierarchical structure of the terminology. Broaders and narrowers
terms of a given term can be returned as well as the complete hierarchical path
up to the top of the hierarchy.

9



Table 5: Hierarchy-oriented endpoints
Endpoint Description
Get narrower terms Retrieves the term(s) that are one level narrower

than a given one. The result set contains the URI
and label of the narrower term(s).

Get all narrower
terms

Retrieves all terms that are narrower of a given one
including each possible path to the leaves of the hi-
erarchy. The result set contains the URI and label
of all narrower terms.

Get broader terms Retrieves the term(s) that are one level broader than
a given one. The result set contains the URI and
label of the broader term(s).

Get all broader terms Retrieves all terms that are broader of a given one
including each possible path to the top. The result
set contains the URI and label of all broader term(s).

Get the top hierarchy Retrieves the hierarchical path to the top level for a
given term. The result set contains the URI, label
and the direct broader terms URIs of all terms in
the hierarchy.

4.2 The Terminology Service Widgets
The Terminology Service provides widgets – that are components, "chunks of
web page" or small applications – intended to be used within web pages. The
widgets deliver a restricted functionality, often for just one purpose, like dis-
playing data or providing an interface. Typically, a widget contains a mixture
of HTML, CSS and JavaScript where the complexity is ideally hidden to make
it as easy as possible for developers to integrate the widgets to their application
or website with little configuration and programming skills needed. All of our
widgets use the Terminology Service API and thus, users can quickly expand
their local service with all the functionalities provided by the GFBio TS API.
Our goal is to provide reusable and easy to use widgets to be integrated and
reused easily with none or little knowledge in web development. Furthermore,
the widgets are licensed under an open source licence and will be published
openly on Github soon. At the moment, we prototypically implemented two
widgets: a term visualisation and a search widget. In the following, we take
the latter as an example, to show the methodological approach for developing
widgets.

The search widget allows users to search for terms from terminologies to
determine their usefulness for their work, e.g. for annotating research data in
the GFBio Data Portal. Before developing this widget, we examined 13 ser-
vices which provide search functionalities in the same or related fields as ours.
The majority (6) of the examined services allowing to look for classes (terms)

10



in particular ontologies or vocabularies (Cropontology21 [2], Finto22 [20], Onto-
bee23 [24], Aber-Owl24 [14], Bioportal25 [19], OLS26 [11]). The latter three are
capable of searching for ontologies as well. Three services (Biosharing27 [16],
VEST28 [7], ANDS29 [1]) looking for vocabularies, ontologies, policies or stan-
dards only and four (Datacite30 [3], Dryad31 [4], F1000research32 [5], Vertnet33
[6]) are for searching scientific papers and data resources. The presentation of
the search interface differs a lot. From very simple interfaces to advanced ones
with many search options and filter functionalities. We examined design cri-
teria like the overall size of the widget, the position and layout of the submit
button, the placeholder text of the search bar, the availability and presentation
of advanced search functionalities and help sections. Our research suggests the
following main considerations which resulted in the prototypical design depicted
in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Screenshot of the GFBio TS search widget prototype.

The development process included the investigation of a widget scaffold
where the objective was twofold: the development process for further widgets

21www.cropontology.org
22www.finto.fi
23www.ontobee.org
24www.aber-owl.net
25http://bioportal.bioontology.org
26www.ebi.ac.uk/ols
27http://biosharing.org
28http://vest.agrisemantics.org/vocabularies
29http://vocabs.ands.org.au
30www.datacite.org
31www.datadryad.org
32http://f1000research.com
33http://portal.vertnet.org
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Table 6: Criteria for widget development
Search input

- Placeholder text mentions what can be found instead of e.g. where the
search is performed

- Searching in progress is displayed in input field to show waiting time in
user’s gaze

Submit button

- Button has the same height as the search input
- Strong background color shows possible action

Advanced search options

- Interaction elements for all available options the GFBio TS API provides
(internal_only, match_type, first_hit, particular terminologies)

- Options are always shown and not hidden [17]
- Default advanced search options narrowing down search results instead of
broadening [22]

- Text has same font type and size as default text [22]
- Possibility to apply the search refinements after the search was done as
well (filter-like functionality)

Help

- Additionally explanations are not needed for easy-to-use and self-
explaining interface

- Runnable examples help the users

General

- Responsive design helps developers to control the size of the embedded
widget to their special needs

- Wording signalizes actions to be done (Narrow down, Try example, Search
for)

- Non-technical wording is important because users will most likely be non-
computer scientists

should be simplified and standardized as well as the the process for develop-
ers to integrate our widgets into their websites. We then investigated three
services (Google34, Twitter35 and ANDS36 [1]) providing customized widgets.

34https://developers.google.com
35https://dev.twitter.com
36http://vocabs.ands.org.au
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With some kind of guidance users are able to click through options on the web-
site to receive customized HTML code and references to JavaScript and style
files to be embedded on their own website. As customisation is planned but not
implemented yet, our goal is to deliver one JavaScript and one CSS file to be
integrated in the users HTML via the corresponding HTML markups. Because
our widgets will deliver a broad spectrum of functionality the scaffold consists
next to the way how developers integrating it, of the module design pattern,
used libraries, a shared layout file and partly shared functions.

5 Using the Terminology Service within GFBio
Currently, the GFBio community uses the Terminology Service within four main
scenarios. Each scenario has been defined and developed in cooperation with
the GFBio partners. Each partner provides discipline and context specific re-
quirements on the GFBio TS. The development of these use cases is an ongoing
process and further use cases will be provided in the near future.

In the Browse scenario users, i.e. researchers, can peruse terminologies that
are interesting for their research. For this, the visualization widget provides term
details and shows a term’s position within a tree structure, if the terminology
is a taxonomy or in a graph structure, if the terminology is an ontology. In the
GFBio Data Portal the visualization can be used in the research data submission
process. When annotating the data in the submission process, the user can can
easily browse term details and explore existing term relations by type to identify
those terms that describe their data best.

In the Access scenario developers can use information in terminologies pro-
grammatically to provide semantically enriched web services based on the GFBio
TS. In the GFBio Data Portal, the TS allowed for developing a semantic search
service for research data. Based on query expansion, the original search term
is extended by related terms from different terminologies in order to provide a
more comprehensive overview on existing research data.

In the Consume scenario, information from terminologies of the GFBio TS
can be retrieved and stored to a local information system. In the GFBio context,
this is needed for data management within small and medium scale projects
that are carried out by virtual research environments such as BExIS [13] and
Diversity Workbench [21]. In these contexts, the provided metadata from the
terminologies of the TS can be pre-processed to support the data annotation
process locally.

In the Contribute scenario we consider that researchers or data curators can
store their individual terminologies in the GFBio TS. Instead of developing their
own terminology management system, this will allow them to access all services
provided by the TS easily. For example, in the GFBio context, the partners
have contributed ten terminologies so far. Those terminologies are either inter-
nally stored like the KINGDOM ontology or connected as external web services
like the DTN Taxon Lists Services or the Prokaryotic Nomenclature Up-to-Date
and interna. In GFBio, the mobilization of community-relevant terminologies is

13



supported by an internal process. The terminology owner can register the ter-
minology in the internal wiki and in collaboration with the terminology curator
the needed metadata are provided. If the metadata are complete, a terminology
is manually integrated into the GFBio TS.

6 Current activities and next steps
We introduced the GFBio TS that extends the GFBio infrastructure with se-
mantic capabilities. This extension enables researchers to share their data de-
spite their heterogeneous nature. After presenting the project context and the
basic concepts, we described the Terminology Service general architecture and
the way to accessing and integrating it using its public interface or via a set of
downloadable widgets.

We described concrete use cases that support researchers at different levels
in their research practice, for example, when searching for datasets or when
using up-to-date terminologies in their virtual research environments.

At the moment, a high level application ontology, the GFBio ontology is be-
ing developed. It will enable interoperability between the various terminologies
available by defining higher level links between them. Moreover, this ontology
will serve mainly as a basis for annotations and automated faceted search.

We are working on the integration of the semantic annotation tool neonion
[18] within the GFBio context. The aim is to allow scientists to annotate infor-
mation in scientific texts with terminologies coming from the GFBio TS, and
thus, research results and research data can be more closely connected.

The interoperability issue is due to different understandings of terms within
different scientific domains or to the use of different labels to refer to the same
term. This issue can be solved by annotating data with terms from the Termi-
nology Service. Data can still be annotated using equivalent terms coming from
different terminologies. In order to ensure interoperability the underlying ter-
minologies should be interlinked. We are developing a semi-automated mapping
service and interface based on a combination of matching algorithms.

The GFBio TS is continuously updated to meet partners needs. A set of tools
is being developed to support terminologies selection based on query and text
analysis as well as tools for transforming terminologies from text and tabular
forms into a Semantic Web compliant format.
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